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Flower: Black Roses         CODE: BR-0087 

 

Section 1: Dried Cannabis 

 

Product identity........................................  Black Roses 
Product item number................................ BR-0087 

Grower...................................................... (Grower name and address) 

Information line........................................ (506)349-6272 

Recommended Use................................... Inhalation 

 

Section 02: Strain Identification 

 

     
Label Elements: 

 

Signal Word............................................. WARNING 
 

Hazard Classification: 

 

Hazard..................................................... DO NOT OPERATE A MOTOR VEHICLE OR HEAVY MACHINERY. 

 

Effects...................................................... Body High, Euphoria, Focus, Relaxing, and Sleepy. 

May Relieve............................................. Anxiety, Fatigue, Insomnia, and Stress. 

Characteristics..........................................  Indica Dominant Hybrid - 70% Indica / 30% Sativa THC: 20% 
 
Storage...................................................... Keep in an air-tight container in a dark, dry, cool place. If not, properly  
               stored product can possibly mold or get too dry. 

Disposal.................................................... Please incinerate. 

Hazards not otherwise Classified............. KEEP AWAY FROM CHILDREN (AGE OF MAJORITY) 

 

Negative Side Effects................................ 11% of people studied experienced dry mouth. 

 

Flavors....................................................... Citrus, Sour, and Sweet. 

 

Aromas....................................................... Citrus, Diesel, Earthy, and Pungent. 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

Section 3: Background 

 

Black Roses, not to be confused with “Black Sugar Rose,” is a rare Indica dominant hybrid strain created through a potent 

cross of the infamous Grand Reserve Headband X Early Girl strains. Black Roses brings on a super relaxing sleepy high 

that’s perfect for kicking back at the end of a long and stressful day. You will feel a lifted onset almost immediately after 

your first exhale, infusing you with a sense of euphoria and a touch of focus. A warming body buzz will soon wash over 

you, lulling you into a state of pure relaxation that will have you nodding off in no time at all. Thanks to these long-lasting 

effects and its high 20% + average THC level, Black Roses is often chosen to treat conditions such as chronic stress, 

insomnia, chronic fatigue, and anxiety. Black Roses has a sweet citrusy flavor with hints of savory diesel on each tasty 

exhale. The aroma takes on a pungent earthy effect, blending citrus and diesel for a nose-tingling smell that will leave your 

mouth watering. Black Roses buds have dark fluffy nugz with bright orange hairs and a coating of sandy amber colored 

crystal trichomes. 

 

Uncomfortable reaction measures 

 

Cannabis is all natural, these affects will wear off over time. Only use under recommendation of physician if treating 

ailment. 


